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New stakes in maritime safety and security

At the heart of the debate of the 3rd Safer Seas
event, there will be the crucial stakes of
developing shipping and offshore activities
while protecting maritime resources. The 3rd
Safer Seas international event will be held in
Brest from 10 to 13 May 2011.

This international event is organized by Brest Métropole Océane, in coordination with the
Technopôle Brest Iroise science park and the Pôle Mer marine competitiveness cluster,
under the auspices of the International Maritime Organization (IMO), United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), European Union and French government.
The first Safer Seas edition, held in 2002, was created in response to the series of oil
tanker disasters. Between 2002 and the 2nd Safer Seas event held in 2007, the awareness of
hazard prevention made it possible to increase maritime surveillance networks. However,
the growth of maritime transport and the large capacity of container ships have
highlighted new challenges, which have been the major topic of the 2nd Safer Seas event.
More global technical means of sea monitoring and surveillance have changed national
safety and security standards.
Today, during the 3rd Safer Seas event, the world maritime sector is at the centre of
international debate. While shipping represents 70% of international trade, the ocean has
become an economic issue, with its wealth of fossil fuels and bio-resources, and its
enormous potential for renewable energy.
In addition, scientists have pointed out climate and meteorological ocean changes as
having an impact on the maritime environment. Thus, the ocean becomes a major
component of climatic balance and a resource to be protected. How could the maritime
community develop new zones for shipping and offshore activities exploitations, while
fulfilling its role in protecting maritime resources?
From economy to maritime safety and security, and environmental impact, the Safer Seas
2011 event opens up new paths to address these major stakes.
Michel Morvan
Event General Chairman
Brest Métropole Océane (France
(France)

The Atlantic Cities meet with Commissioner Hahn
Within the framework of the activities
carried out by the CECICN, the

network chaired by the CAAC in the
person of the Mayor of Santiago, Xosé
Antonio Sanchez Bugallo, the Atlantic
cities were able to put forward their
concern regarding the future of the
cohesion policy to the Commissioner
of Regional Policy, Johannes Hahn.
Issues highlighted during the meeting were climate change, energy efficiency and
interregional accesibility. The commissioner invited the network to participate in the
Cohesion Forum which was held in January. Philippe Duron, Mayor of Caen,
Chairman of the CAAC and vice-Chairman of CECICN, attended the event, where he
had the chance to participate and highlight not only the importance of the role of
cities in the policy of cohesion, but also the request for an Integrated Strategy for the
Atlantic Arc. CECICN is a platform created in 2010 and which brings together the
network of Atlantic, Baltic, Mediterranean, Adriatic, Iberian and MOT cities.
Atlantic citizenship meets in Aviles:

During the European Year for Volunteers 2011 and within the Programme "Europe
for Citizens", in early February Aviles hosted the Atlantic Citizens Meeting with the
citizens of Saint-Nazaire, a city with which it was twinned in 2003. The get-together,
promoted by the city of Aviles' Town Council Department for Citizen Participation
and the Coordinator for European Programmes, includes the active participation of
Aviles' associations, with a total of 22 entities that make up the organisation together
with the school workshop COMUNIKA. The Saint-Nazaire delegation is made up of
30 people, including Town Hall representatives and technicians, members of
neighbourhood councils, and different members of associations and federations. The
aim of the Meeting was to exchange experiences regarding citizenship participation;
promote the direct knowledge of the reality of both cities and propose initiatives to
be carried within the framework of the European Year for Volunteers.
Further information: http://ciudadaniaavilesstnazaire.blogspot.com
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The CAAC's Urban Mobility Work Group visits Graz
From 9 to 11 February 2011, Gran Poitiers in collaboration with Avilés (Spain) and
Cardiff (United Kingdom), participated in the CATALIST workshop held in Graz
(Austria), on "soft measures".
The similarity between the challenges in the
Atlantic Arc cities, the impulse provided by
the network configuration, and the interest
in the good practices of the CIVITAS actions,
led Gran Poitiers to propose to the group the
participation in the fourth call for CATALIST
to offer its view on matters such as traffic,
access management and reduction of
vehicles.
The consortium took advantage of the opportunity to organise a workshop on soft
measures initiated by the CIVITAS of Graz to host the project. The three cities were
able to get to know and share the best practices of the CIVITAS measures with the
cities of Graz, Ljubljana and Krakow, and with other cities that are eager to find
solutions for sustainable transportation and tourism, such as Maribor (Slovenia) and
Arenas de San Pedro (Spain).
Santiago defines the housing of the future
In collaboration with the Atlantic cities of Nantes and
Rennes, as well as with Newcastle, Medway, Hambourg,
Kraków, Tallinn and Iasi, Santiago de Compostela has led the
SUITe project, which defines the concept of sustainable
housing.
Within a context where economic concerns are joined by climate and social concerns,
the cities are added to the study and application of effective measures for the
improvement of the quality of housing, its durability and maintenance. EU Member
States are recommended to use a percentage of the ERDF funds for housing and
energy efficiency measures with an integrated plan which also takes into
consideration the rehabilitation of the existing housing.
Based on the idea of housing as a right and as an element for social integration, the
Santiago de Compostela City Hall and Emuvissa have presented a Local Action Plan
based on cooperation between the administrations and the private sector to create the
first building in the public park for protected rental housing whose recipients will be
disadvantaged groups, people at risk of social exclusion or with limited resources
and which will make use of social integration programmes. The result of these
actions and the main conclusions of the project, together with a catalogue of good
practices will be made public on 16 March 2011 during the Final SUITE Conference
in Brussels. www.urbact.eu/suite
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Cardiff delivers at local level international climate change objectives:
Cardiff Council has recognised that it can make a difference in a number of key
areas. As a deliverer of services, by reducing carbon emissions from the Council’s
buildings, street lighting and municipal waste and by fostering recycling and
composting (Project Gwyrdd).
As city developers, Cardiff Council is taking
forward a sustainable planning approach,
working to secure jobs in emerging green
sectors and sustainable industries and
ensuring future energy security while
developing Cardiff as a Sustainable Travel
City.
As democratically elected city leaders by joining EU campaigns and establishing with
partners, a Carbon Lite Working Group followed by the Carbon Lite Cardiff Action
Plan.
In 1998 European leaders met in Cardiff and set out a strategy for sustainable
development and environmental protection. ‘The Cardiff Process’ they declared ‘is a
process that cannot be stopped. In Cardiff, they couldn’t agree more.
Gijón brings youths together to analyse a changing world:
The Cabueñes International Youth Meeting will be held from 5 and 7 September
2011. It will be organised by the city of Gijón and will be devoted to the analysis of
the role of youths to face the challenges of the 21st century.
The main aim of these annual meetings is reflection,
the exchange of knowledge and experiences among
youths and youth associations regarding issues
which affect all of society in a major way. Since the
beginning of this initiative, thousands of youths
from all over the world have visited Cabueñes and
have shared their knowledge with prominent people.

Soon, a web site will be created where this year's full edition will be available.
Likewise, further information and/or contact can be obtained through this e-mail
address: juventud@gijon.es
The following videos show the atmosphere in Cabueñes during its past edition:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlJMgvAnCRY
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ATLANTIC AREA PROJECTS: THE ROLE OF CITIES

Investir dans notre futur commun

This section mentions the progress made by different
projects in which Atlantic cities participate, and
which are co-financed with the support of the
European Union-ERDF and the Atlantic Area
Programme.

Relaunching of the Know-Cities project
After a long journey, on 11 January 2011, the modification of the project “Cities of
Knowledge in the Atlantic Arc. Know-Cities” was approved, and which included the
project's change in leadership for its relaunching. Thus, Fomento San Sebastián
became the new Line Leader for a project that will last until June 2013 de 2013 and
has a total budget of 2,540,000€.
The project is the result of a reflection process on concerted strategies and
cooperation processes in the scenario of economy of knowledge developed within
the framework of the Conference of Atlantic Arc Cities. The aim is to carry out an
innovative methodology which promotes the impulse and facilitates the transition to
the economy of knowledge. All this with the purpose of achieving transnational
cooperation in common matters linked to sustainable urban development to attract
and urban marketing factors in medium sized Atlantic cities.
The economy of proximity in Atlantic: ANATOLE meets RAFAEL

Projet N°2009-1/080
Priorité 4 – Objectif 1

The Anatole project is guided by a compromise with the quality and
competitiveness of our markets for the development of the economy
of proximity. Directed by the Association of Chambers of
Agriculture of the Atlantic Arc ANATOLE is a transnational
initiative which seeks the creation of networks in the development
of local markets for the primary sector.

Within the partnership of the ANATOLE project, the CAAC is in charge of
strengthening the transnational dimension, of the "Atlanticsation" of the project. In
this regard, it has been interesting to discover good practices on an Atlantic level,
among which the RAFAEL project stands out. The ANATOLE project aims to give
cities a coordinating role by using renewed and innovating forms of organization for
the economy of proximity. The project reorganises field operators, intermediary
organisations and cities or other territorial entities, from 4 Atlantic Arc countries. The
RAFAEL project, financed through the INTERREG IIIB Atlantic Area programme,
integrates the economy of proximity with healthy eating habits, based on the
“Atlantic diet”. A result worth highlighting is the Appetit Charter, which defines the
modalities that should be taken into account.
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PORTONOVO: Cherbourg analyses the governance of port waters

Taking into account the synergies
that this action has with other
projects that are under way, the
Portonovo project is open to
exchanges and possible common
actions.

On 10 February at Cherbourg's Cité de la Mer Convention Centre, urban and
maritime transportation actors from the four corners of the Atlantic Arc got together
to discuss the issue of "Ports and the quality of water: the question of governance".
As José Juanes, Spanish speaker from the University of Cantabria and project leader,
mentioned, the aim is to find "a methodology to facilitate the control of the quality of
port waters".
It was around this innovative approach, organized in the framework of the European
Portonovo that conference participants were able to discuss how best to manage the
ports of the quality of their waters, in line with their economic and environmental
partners.
List of cities and member networks
A Coruña

Cork

Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

AIRE 198 (Angoulême La Rochelle,

Coventry

Limoges

Niort, Poitiers)

Donostia - San Sebastián

Lisbon

Angers

Dos Hermanas

Nantes Métropole

Avilés

Eurocité Basque Bayonne-San
Sebastián (Network of French &

Porto

Brest Métropole Océane
Caen

Spanish cities)

Cap l’Orient

Faro

Cardiff

Figueira da Foz

Cherbourg

Gijón

Chester

Jerez de la Frontera

Rennes et Rennes Métropole
Saint-Nazaire
Santander
Santiago de Compostela
Sevilla
Vigo

Contact:
Tamara Guirao-Espiñeira
Conférence des Villes de l’Arc Atlantique 6, rue Saint-Martin - 35700 RENNES (France)
http://www.atlanticcities.eu - E-mail: aacities@gmail.com
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